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Plus: view our YouTube assembly video
https://youtu.be/dM1DpowRW5o

https://youtu.be/dM1DpowRW5o


1a) Select your Main Guard and leg

Which leg should I select? Standard Legs are for the outer-most panel(s) of a modular guard (where you’re 
not using a right-angle guard at the end – see section 3a if you are).

Panel Extender legs are for where you’ll join Main Guards together – see section 2 for more details.

1. Building your main guard

1b) Put your leg at a 30-45˚ angle to the Main Guard
1c) Maintaining the 30-45˚ angle, slide the leg into the Guard until the base of the leg 

is approx. 1 inch from the base of the Main Guard.
1d) Carefully flexing the leg branches slightly (to keep them away from the Main 

Guard), straighten the leg so it’s at a 90˚ right angle to the Main Guard.
1e) Keeping the leg branches flexed away from the Main Guard, clip the upper and 

lower teeth of the leg into the two corresponding slots on the Main Guard.  You’ll 
need to access both the front and back of the Main Guard to do this.

1e)
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2a) Select the Panel Extender leg

2b) Hold together the two guards as shown in the graphic so the slots line up and a 150mm overlap is 
created (we recommend asking a colleague to help with this).

2. Joining two Main Guards together

Example shown (L-R):
• 600w x 800h (mm) Main Guard with letterbox
• Panel Extender Leg with TwinLock™
• 800w x 800h (mm) Main Guard (no letterbox)

2c) Follow the instructions in section 1b-1e to attach the Panel Extender leg into the overlapped guards.

150mm

Panel
Extender Leg



3ai) Follow the instructions in section 1b to 1e to 
add the Right-Angle guard.

3aii) To add extra stability and affix the top of the 
Right-Angle guard to the main guard, add an 
optional SmartLock™ fixing by following the 
instructions in section 4b.

3a. Adding extras – Right-Angle guards
Right-Angle guards include TwinLock™ technology so are fitted in the same way as Standard Legs and Panel 
Extender Legs. Due to the size of the Right-Angle guard, we recommend asking a colleague to help with assembly.



Once your main guard has been assembled and includes a number of legs or Right-Angle guards for stability, you 
can add message panels.

3b. Adding extras – Message Panels

3bi) Before removing the adhesive backing from your message panel, position the panel where you’d like it and 
use a dry-wipe marker on the Guard to mark where the corners of the message panel should sit, leaving a 
couple of millimetres clearance from the edge of the Panel.

3bii) Remove the adhesive backing from your Message Panel.
3biii) Starting at one end, begin to press the Message Panel against the Guard for 10-20 seconds.  We 

recommend asking a colleague to press against the other side of the Guard.
3biv) Rub off the dry-wipe corner marks.



Once your main guard has been assembled and includes a number of legs or Right-Angle guards for stability, you 
can add height extender using PanelLock™.

3c. Adding extras – Height Extender Panels

For attaching to single-
width guards

For attaching a single-
width panel to double-
width (overlaid) guards

For attaching a double-
width Height Extender 
panel to double-width 
(overlaid) guards

PanelLock™ (2 x 3mm slots)

PanelLock™ (2 x 6mm slots)

PanelLock™ (1 x 3mm, 1 x 6mm slot)

3bii) Height extender panels
Place PanelLocks™ into the notches at the top of your guard as 
shown.  

Slot your Height Extender panels into the top of the PanelLocks™, 
overlaying the Height Extender panels to double them up where the 
guards below are also doubled up.
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4a) Fixing modular guards to desks with SmartLock™

You can use SmartLock™ to fix your modular sneeze guard to your 
desk anywhere you see two small slots at the base of the piece.

Pieces that include SmartLock™ slots are shown to the right.

To affix, simply remove the adhesive cover (wet side down facing 
the desk), slide the two sides of the octagon together through the 
slots and press down onto the desk for a few seconds to bind it.

Alternatively, you can drill through the SmartLock™ and desk and 
join with a standard bolt and nut (not supplied).

4b) Adding extra stability to Right-Angle Guards with SmartLock™

4bi) Remove the adhesive cover and ensure the wet side of the 
SmartLock™ is facing the Main Guard.

4bii) Slot the two sides of the SmartLock™ into the corresponding slots 
at the top of the Right-Angle Guard (circled).

4biii) Press the SmartLock™ against the Main Guard for a few seconds 
to bind it.  SmartLock™ includes a number-plate grade adhesive 
so is very hardwearing and permanent after it has cured.

4. Adding extras – SmartLock™ fixings

+

Right-Angle Guards (both sizes) 
and Standard Legs include 1 or 
more SmartLock fixing slot.


